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TUne To Record All Police-Detainee
Interaction At The Station

Because confessions can help turn a

crappy prosecution's case into a"slam dunk",
Crown Attorneys regularly ask courts to
cousider them in an attempt to prove guilt
beyond a reasonable doubt. To have that
opportunity, however, prosecutors must
prove that an accused person's confession
was "voluntary", produced freely without
promises, threats, oppressive circumstances,
violence and similarbehaviour long prohibited
in English and Canadian criminal law.

V oluntariness is critical because

academics and the Supreme Court of Canada
emphasize that "involuntary confessions are
more likely tobe unreliable" and "compromise
trial fairness and raise the spectre of wrongful
convictions". (See our highest Court's
decisions in R. v. Hodgson (1998), volume
127Canadian Criminal Cases, 3dedition, page
449, and R. v. Oickle (2000), volume 147
Canadian Criminal Cases, 3" edition, page
321).

Provingvoluntariness forms the basis for
hotly contested hearings. Because of the
criminal law's requirements, generally every
officer who had coutact with the accused in

his arrest, transport, lodging and his interview
at the police station is required to testify
aboutthat interaction. During these hearings,
it is common to walk past a gauntlet of
constables and detectives standing in hallway,
each waiting for a turn to deny the allegations
of violence coming ITomthe "scuzzy" (or if
you prefer "scummy") defence lawyer and
his client.

While the accused person may give the
court his version of his treatment in custody
and the interrogation, his taking the witness
stand sets the stage for what many Ontario
courts calls a "credibility contest".

This is the battle ofbelievability.
On one side you have an individual

cloaked in the suspicion that comes with
being charged with a crime, having (maybe)
a previous criminal record, and the existence
of a written or taped confession. On the other
side you have Detective X and others in his
fraternity, equipped with the gospel
according to their notebooks, enveloped in
the halo of integrity, authority, respectability
and honesty which "Cops are Tops"
sycophants and the broader public bestow
on the men and women we trust to protect us.

Even with this unbalanced playing field,
the accused's occasionally wins !he day.

Infrequently, his version is accepted outright.
More often, a judge's strict, intellectually
honest application of the law to the evidence,
including police testimony, results in the
suppression or, as we say in Canada, the
exclusion of the confession because a
reasonable doubt exists about whether it was

freely given,
Historically, these battles ofbelievability

have been difficult to avoid. Since access to

the inner sanctum of the police division has
always been restricted to cops and the
suspects and witnesses they bring inside,

, independentobserverswho happenedto be
!strolling by the interrogation room around
the time when the accused "willingly admitted
his involvement" were in short supply,
Further, in the days before readily accessible
and relatively cheap audio recorders, video

cameras and VCR's, police could be excused
for not taping confessions they planned to
use as weighty proof of guilt,

These lengthy and resource-taxing
hearings to determine the viability of
confessions were appropriately accepted as
the price of a fair trial.

But for about 30 years Ontario courts
have noted the availability and utility of
electronic recording devices and the apparent
reluctance of police officers to use them to
record the statements of those they've
arrested.

In fact, the Toronto Police Hold-Up Squad,

investigators of retail and other serious
robberies, has repeatedly found itself at the
centre of this issue because of its chronic
failure to record confessions despite easy
access to suitable equipment.

It is only in the last few years that the
Hold-Up Squad has seemingly decided to
takejudicial advice by electronically recording
the last part of the interrogation process,
where the detainee admits criminal

responsibility .
On November 30, 2001, the Court of

Appeal for Ontario in a case called Moore-
McFarlane and Bogel, overturned the
convictions of both accused. It found that

the trialjudge failed to appreciate thatT oronto
Police Hold-Up Squad's questionable
recording techniques, in the face of
allegations. of violence (rapid punches and
hits to the same side of the face), oppressive
treatment (left naked for interrogation after a
strip-search), and rehearsed statements (three
attempts at an audiotaped statement because
suspect crying "too much" and was not
getting the "story straight"; violent hits after
each failed attempt to extract a confession),
made the confessions "inherently suspect"
and cast a palpably negative light on the
police's believability.

Madam Justice Charron, writing the
decision for a unanimous court, noted the
racial dynamic. She stated that "[e]ven on the
Crown's evidence, taken at its highest, a
serious issue arose as to the propriety of
leaving a suspect scantily clad in his
underwear and socks during the course of an
interview with the police. One additional factor
in particular should have heightened the
concern on this issue: McFarlane was ayouug
black male, with no apparent experience with
the criminaljustice system; the officers were
white."

In it's analysis the Court noted over fifteen
cases inOntario where courts "eitherexcluded

confessions where the failure to videotape
was deliberate or have strongly urged the
recording of interrogations". Since Moore-
McFarlane and Bogel, other cases have been
reported, including cases involving
interrogations performed by other units in
the Toronto and other Ontario police services.

Undoubtedly, several unreported trials
detail more ofthe same techniques. Not all of
those trials have benefited ITomthe Court of

Appeal's reasoning. As aresult, a real danger
exists that innocent people have borne the
cost of an unfair trial, lost their freedom and

been saddled with the stigma of a criminal
conviction because of a tainted or outright
false confession.

More ominously, there is a growing risk
that selective videotaping will cloud the
picture.

Being unable to stem the tide of opinion
that videotaping during the interrogation is a
good thing, police officers still disposed to
the unacceptable, illegal and unethical
extraction of confessions can tape the critical
admissions of guilt to create the impression
of compliance with legal directives wlrilefailing
to record discussions taking place
immediately before the accused's videotaped
statement.

Just last month, in a case called Stoddart

(yet another Hold"Up Squad case), the trial
court, perhaps seduced by the fact that the
last part of the interrogation process was
taped, determined that the tape "spoke for
itself' and that the confession was

"voluntary". Apparently ignoring or
misconstruing the Court of Appeal's
mandatory direction to engage in "a careful
investigation of the circumstances
surrounding the statement of the accused",
the trial judge brushed aside the accused's
testimony that he was kicked in the groin, hit
in the ear, and told what to say in another
room before being taped. A doctor's testimony
that he examined the accused in custody and
found a severely ruptured eardrum had no
effect.

After yet another credibility battle, the
question in 2004 is not why should we require
comprehensive videotaping inside the police
station but why shouldn't we.

Taped video-monitoring already occnrs
in the sally ports (garages) of Toronto's
police divisions. Accused persons getting
"booked" or processed upon entry into the
police station are videotaped. Various holding
cells are subject to continuous monitoring.
Police services outside of Toronto such as

the Durham Regional Police Service have
some interview rooms with continnous video

monitoring which occasionally capture the
accnsed in a soliloquy, talking to himself
abont the incident without direct officer
involvement.

Today, police quality assurance and, more
importautly, accountability in Toronto is
squarely in issue.

Toronto Police Service officers have been

investigated for pilfering loot from the
confidential infonnants' "Fink Fund". Drug

sqnad members are facing allegations of
violence, stealing and lying. An experienced
officer has been found misleading judicial
officers to obtain warrants. Racial profiling
concerns are part of the community's
discourse. Officers have settled a lawsuit

alleging brutality. While Vancouver police
officers enter guilty pleas for assaulting
suspected drug dealers, happenstance and
civilian video save a Torontonian from

conviction and corroborate his claims ofpolice
misconduct. Notable officers, the son of a

former police chief and the head ofthe Police
Association, are under suspicion in a police
protection racket investigation.

More on point, back on January 12,2001,
Mr. Jnstice Whealy of Superior Court,
commenting candidly about the Hold-Up
Squad in a decision excluding an uutaped
confession, wrote, "That unit has acquired a

.

. "'" continued from page 2
reputation, over the 40 or so years Ihave been
involved with criminal law cases in this city,
which is known to every one concerned with
criminal trial work. 11 is that of ruthless

toughness, and uncompromising results."
Cases involving this specialized unit and

other members ofthe Toronto Police Service

still feature allegations of assaulted and
threatened suspects, practiced confessions,
and misleading interviewing techniques.

Enough is enough. Yes, start filming in
the cruiser. Butkeep the camera rolling inthe

station.~


